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Spin-off/Sequel series to the highly successful Rangers Apprentice series. The series is known by various titles, mostly
Brotherband (calendrierdelascience.com

Characters[ edit ] Hal Mikkelson â€” Hal is the main character of the series. He is half-Araluen and
half-Skandian. Unfortunately, he was killed in a raid, leaving Hal and his Araluen mother living alone. Due to
his mother being an Araluen, he looked different than other Skandians, and was ignored and bullied by his
peers. It is also with the inspiration of seabirds that Hal names his ship Heron. He is also the person who is
mainly responsible for the liberation of Limmat and nearly lost his life while trying to save the Town and
retrieve the Andomal from Zavac after its stolen from under their noses. Hal is also a very good swordsman
and accurate with a crossbow. He is a great Navigator and Helmsmen and is smarter and quicker thinking than
most other Skandians. He is perhaps the character who is the closest to Lydia, though she seems to feel torn
between Hal and Stig, and she also is fond of Ingvar somewhat like a favorite teddy bear. He lost his right
hand during a storm at sea and was, in his early years, the Maktig meaning "the Mighty One", a title for the
greatest warrior in Skandia three years in a row, which no one had ever done the longest running besides him
was only one year. Despite so, Thorn bore no grudge over the matter, though he admittedly did consider how
it would have been if things turned out differently at some point of time. He was described as an "old drunk"
by the Skandians due to the fact that he drank excessively after he lost his hand and death of his friend. Karina,
gave Thorn a job and stopped his drinking habit. Soon, Thorn stopped drinking and found himself to be a
helpful person. Hal makes a custom hook to place over his arm, and a war club to fit replace the hook when in
battle. It gives him an extra edge in battle once more, and brings out his potential as a warrior. Thorn is greatly
admired by the Heron crew as well as Lydia, who consistently believes that despite the loss of his hand and
losing the title Maktig because of it, Thorn was still the greatest warrior of all. It hit him under the arm and he
died soon after. With his dying breath, Mikkel made Thorn promise to look after his wife and child. Mikkel
was a very skilled swordsmen and was faster than the average Skandian. It is revealed in the second book that
he and Thorn had fought over Karina before, though Karina ultimately chose Mikkel over Thorn, and
conceived a child which they named Hal. Karina Mikkelswife â€” Karina is an Araluen slave who was freed
by Mikkel, and later married him.. She is very beautiful and is sought out by many Skandian men. She brought
Thorn out of his drinking habits and set his life back on track and also gave him a job. Karina runs an eating
house in Hallasholm. It was implied in the third book that Karina had struggled over whom to pick and had
spent a long time over it, though she picked Mikkel in the end and bore his child named Hal. Stig, unable to
swim, was saved when Hal jumped in and pulled him out of the water, thus starting their strong bond and
friendship. His mother works as a washerwoman, which he is embarrassed about. Stig has a habit of losing his
temper but learns to control it through time. Stig tends to be awkward around girls his age, in which he either
speaks too little or much. It is hinted and shown that he has feelings for Lydia just like Hal, though he refuses
to let it come between him and Hal. Tursgurd â€” Tursgurd is the antagonist in the first book. He is the leader
of the Shark Brotherband. Notorious for his arrogance and cruelty, he is disliked by the members of the Heron
and Wolf Brotherbands, as well as most of the Sharks. His father is the current Maktig which gives him even
more to boast about. In the third book, he openly insults the Heron Brotherband again out of jealousy and went
as far as to call Lydia a "scullery maid", prompting Ingvar to knock him out in a single blow. He becomes a
pirate and slave trader in the latter part of the series. For this, he is popular and is liked by many people. He is
the leader of the Wolf Brotherband and dislikes Tursgud. He helped the Herons on numerous occasions, but
his team was disqualified from Brotherband training because their ship was ruined in a navigation test during
an unsuccessful tacking maneuver. He is now the most powerful person in Skandia, the Oberjarl. Erak has a
comical bond with Thorn; while the two insult and tease each other, they clearly still hold a close friendship
and care about each other. He is a respected warrior and is inseparable from his ship, The Wolfwind. He
claims to be a patron of the arts but in truth is a collector of anything. He is very attached to his axe and
possessions. Ingvar â€” Ingvar is an extremely strong and solidly built sixteen-year-old boy who is good at
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fighting but has problems with eyesight meaning he would do more harm than good in battle. Despite his poor
eyesight, he is able to differentiate between the Heron crew members and enemies by the watch hats Edvin
knitted, and has also learnt to see without the need of using his eyes taught by Thorn , simply by closing his
eyes and envisioning the scene clearly as it is. After he becomes disheartened about his eyesight, Hal makes
him a sort of early pair of spectacles out of tortoiseshell making him a formidable warrior. He does however
always return them, just because he likes the joy of it. He also is very good at picking locks and stealth.
Despite leaving those days behind him, he still keeps his lock picking tools, which he uses to break them out
of jail in the third book. Edvin â€” Edvin is a member of the Heron Brotherband. When he disagrees with
people he makes it quite clear. Despite his small build, he is quite resourceful and skilled at cooking. The caps
later gain a new Heron patch on them. Stefan â€” Stefan is the wise-guy and mimic of the Herons. He is a sail
handler and rower on the Heron. He likes and admires Hal for his leadership skills and qualities. His sharp wit
is only aimed at those who have large egos or boastful without being able to back it up, like Tursgud. Like
most twins, there is a special bond between them. However, when sail handling, they work like well oiled
clockwork, a fact that surprises Hal. Despite their antagonising, Ulf and Wulf do hold a special bond, and it is
hinted that they some times argue on purpose simply to amuse the Heron Brotherband and lift their spirits
when a difficult task lay ahead. They show their hidden affection after Ulf gets injured at Tabork. Sigurd â€”
Sigurd is the organizer of brotherband training. He along with three others one for each brotherband run the
show. He has been known to encourage a little bit of cheating. Zavac â€” Zavac is a captain of the Magyaran
pirate ship, the Raven. He also raided the town Limmat to steal the secret emerald deposit that is hidden there.
He is brutal and merciless, with no qualms about betraying his fellow pirates. During the invasion of Limmat,
he abandons his fellow pirates to save his own life and keeps all of the treasure. He is eventually hunted down
and killed by the Herons when they reclaim the Andomal, Thorn made sure he went down with his ship by
trapping him in his sleeping cabin , the Raven, when he was about to kill Hal during the ship duel. In the battle
led by Zavac, her grandfather was killed while trying to defend the city. She leaves her home and helps the
Herons in the battle against Zavac and goes hunting for Zavac after deciding to leave Limmat after the battle
with the Heron Brotherband. She is extremely accurate with an atlatl and an expert tracker due to her hunting
background. Thorn admires the younger girl greatly and to tease her as a sign of affection and respect. She
seems to also like and admire Ingvar, and the two quickly form a one-of-a kind bond. It is hinted she does
have an interest in them as more than friends when she shows slight jealousy upon seeing Hal and Stig
receiving much attention from other girls. Lydia is typically tough and tomboyish, though she later displays a
more girlish side of herself when she despairs over what to wear to the party of Hallasholm with Karina
coming to her aid. Barat â€” Barat is the commander of the town guard in Limmat. He is extremely
pig-headed, arrogant and has no faith in Hal or his crew. Rikard â€” Rikard was the first mate to Captain
Nagy, a magyaran captain. He reveals the location of Zavac and attempts to escape but is caught. At Krall he
is killed by Vargas for betraying Zavac. Vargas â€” Vargas is the loyal third mate to Zavac. Then in Raguza,
he leads the ambush on four of the Herons and is killed. Andras â€” Andras is the second mate of the Raven.
He thinks that Zavac is not in tune with his ship and is not a good helmsman and that only speed had saved
them from the Heron but if they versed a ship with similar speed, they would lose which he ends up being
correct. He is killed in the battle against the Heron. Mihaly â€” Mihaly is a pirate and now Korpaljo of
Raguza. He is a deadly opponent with great skill in swordsmanship, and using his daggers as well as fast and
agile. Mannaoc â€” Mannaoc is the captain of the Seahawk. He is a part of a ship escort service which protects
traders for a fee from pirates and outlaws. He also knows a lot about Raguza and tells Hal what the rules in are
in Raguza and how to gain entry. He is infamous in Raguza for destroying many ships and he is a deadly
enemy. Kloof â€” Kloof is a huge mountain dog that Hal ran into in the fourth book. She is very fond of Hal.
Kloof also takes part in battles and is very vicious towards anyone who intends to harm her master. Important
items[ edit ] The Andomal â€” This is a huge amber sphere about 25 centimeters in diameter with a reptilian
claw in the middle believed to come from a dragon. This artifact has been treasured by Skandians for centuries
and is kept in a shrine the Tabernacle on a hill close to Hallasholm.
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Fun Facts! The latest book in the BROTHERBAND CHRONICLES, The Caldera, includes bonus contentÂÂ - a
brand-new RANGER'S APPRENTICE short story featuring fan-favorites Will and Maddie!

Chapter 3 : Brotherband Chronicles Series by John Flanagan
Brotherband is a series of fantasy novels written by Australian author John calendrierdelascience.com first book titled
The Outcasts was released in Australia and the United States on 1 November and in New Zealand on 4 November

Chapter 4 : Brotherband Chronicles Audiobooks - Listen to the Full Series | calendrierdelascience.com
Slaves of Socorro is a good book by John Flanagan about Hal and his crew called a brother band of misfits like him and
their journey to catch a rogue brother band from selling slaves in Socorro. Along his way he meets Gilan a king's ranger
who joins them on their quest to stop the slave trade in Socorro.

Chapter 5 : The Brotherband Chronicles | The world of John Flanagan
Slaves of Socorro (Brotherband Chronicles) by Flanagan, John A. () Hardcover by John A. Flanagan. Hardcover. $ $ 18
Only 2 left in stock - order soon.

Chapter 6 : Brotherband 4 : John Flanagan :
Para mais informaÃ§Ãµes, entre em contato com o nosso departamento comercial atravÃ©s do telefone 41

Chapter 7 : Brotherband 3: The Hunters eBook: John Flanagan: calendrierdelascience.com: Kindle Store
John Flanagan grew up in Sydney, Australia, hoping to be a writer. John began writing The Ruins of Gorlan, the first in
the mega-selling Ranger's Apprentice series, for his son, Michael, and is still hard at work on the series and its spinoff,
Brotherband Chronicles.

Chapter 8 : Brotherband 7: The Caldera eBook: John Flanagan: calendrierdelascience.com: Kindle Store
Return to the seafaring world of Hal and his intrepid ship's crew in the fourth book of John Flanagan's epic Brotherband
series. When the Heron brotherband become the Skandian duty ship to the Kingdom of Araluen, they're excited at the
challenges ahead.

Chapter 9 : John Flanagan - Books Reading Order
John Flanagan, author of the international phenomenon Ranger's Apprentice, creates a world of seafaring adventures,
treacherous pirates and epic battles in Brotherband. BROTHERBAND is out NOVEMBER.
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